
9. Logical Positivism and Pragmatism 

The attempt to charncterize any philosophic movement i$ a somewhat 
dubious enterprise, and the comparison of two such is doubly dubious. 
A mO"ement is to an extent a fidion: there arc only the individual 
thinkers agreeing in eerlain Ttspects. presumably fundamental, and 
disagreeing in others; :md to sa"! anything important about their agree
ments without continual qU.1lifying references to their divergences is 
almost inevitably to be imecumte in some degree. Particularly this is 
true of pragmatism. To mention only its outstanding figure$. Peiree 
and James and ~wcy are all of them notable for the creative charader 
of their thinlcing and the individn.o.lity of their geni" •. While to rem::trlc 
their influences upon one another is to comment on the obvious. it is 
equal1y obvious. both historically and by the internal evidence of their 
writings, that no one of them w:l.'I primarily detennined by such influ
ence. Moreover, while James and Dewey, if not Peiree. have had great 
influence upon other philosophic thinkers in America,this influence has 
hem not.1ble for the breadth and variety of its effects rather than for its 
coneentrntion into nny definitely marked tmdition. And .1gain, although 
it is hardly justified to say that pragmatism is a method and not a the
ory. sli lllhe theses central to prngmatism do not cover the whole field of 
philosophy. Of Pei ree in partirul3r it is true that prngmatism is only 
one strand which entered into the complex pattern 01 his thought. 

Logical positivism is less subjm to this difficulty, on account of its 
origin in the Vienna Circle and the continuing intent of its proponents 
to cooperate. Dut one here encounters another: the vitality of this 
movement is evidenced by a habit of ~vision; from time to time its 
expositors move on to betler judged positions in details and to mo~ 
judicious fonnulations--or indubitably. to somewhat different oncs. 
And however admirable this tendency, it makes it neccssary for one 
who would mark them out to aim at a moving target, and be corre
spondingly doubtful of his aa:uracy. 

Finally, I suffer the personal handicap that any comparison I may 
attempt between these two moV\'ment$ mu~t be susptcl on the ground 
of partisan symp.1\hy and conv:ction. 

Originally prrpart<! for P\lblication in R."., J~I"",,'K>MI. d. P~ilolo'h;,; not 
publi,ht<! bc<:aw.e of Gemwl inoasiOIl of Belli""', '!Wl- TIu ...... im was (X)IlI

plett<! by Lewi. in .<)It.-Ed •. 
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1 do not attempt to a~ooid these difficulties; they must be taken as 
limitations of what I Wall have to .... y. Even within them, I mu.! hope, 
there may be interest in comparison between views which approximate 
to one another at point!i which are imponant but diverge at others 
which are no less significant. I must assume my capacity-though the 
reader need not-to dicit fundamental agreements in pragmatism; ex· 
egesis of doctrines of the individual pragmatists and defense of one's 
interpretations would be a topic by it5Clf. And I shall attempt to miti. 
gatl': the difficulty whkh an outsider mu~t en<:ounter with respect to 
logical positivism by having partkularly in mind certain recent writ
ings of Professor Camap.' Thl': comparison will be hdd to four topia: 
empiricism, the 5COIJe of science, the significance of metaphysks, and 
the sta tus of evaluative ami moral judgments--and of necessity, to the 
simpler and more manageable considerations falling under the5/': heads. 

, 
Both movements present themseh'es as fonns of empiricism; and for 

both, the erucial consideration in such empiricism is a conception of 
empirical meaning or 'sense.' Both would repudiate as lacking such 
meaning any statement which cannot be verified, or ronfirmffi, by ref
ermce, ultimately, to specifiable empirical e\·entuations. Sta tements not 
having such empirical meaning need not be meaningless, in the ordi
nary sense: they may, for example, be analytic statements 01 logic or 
of pure mathematica. But a synthetic statement, affirming a matter of 
objective fact or state of affairs, either hil.S such empirical meaning or 
it makes no genuine assenion. 

Amongst pragmatists, the distinction of empirical meaning from the 
.ignifi~ ... ""e nf "n"lytie SIM~rnc-nIS for the most ""rt p"s"'~ "nT~rn3Tk..d . 
Excepting Peiree, they have not much co~cerned themselves with what 
are here called 'analytic statcme"ts.' And it is doubtful whether Dewey 
would recogniu such anal)1K: stat~nt$ a$ oeeurring in actual human 
thinking or disrou~. But setting aside thi$ topic of analytie state
ments, there would be a fundamental approximation of pr.lgmatists 
and logical positivi5ts in such a conception of empirical meaning as is 
suggested above. This is also the point of clearest agreement amongst 
pragmatists themsdve5, iudicated by James's 'pmgnlatic test' and by 
Dewey's CQnception of meaning as exhibited in the outcome of a pm--

'PIliIOJ.,h)l mid Logiral Sy,olax (London, I~JS), TJ., U~iIJl of S<~~(~ (Lon· 
doo, 193(), and 1M paper "Testability and Meaning," ia Philc •• ,h)l of Srinlu, 
Vol. J, pp. 419-71 and Vol. 4, pp. 1-.«1. 
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ass of inquiry in which a problem is resolved, and identified by Pein:e 
with his intended signification of th" t....", 'pragmatism" 

One not~ that there arc hl!l"e in the pragmatic conuption other de
ments than the emphasis IIp1)n empirical "ventilations in which the 
meaning in qucstion would bf; satisfied; there is also the emphasis 
upon conduct, upon experime~t as an activity- borne out by the ever
r~rring term 'practical' in pragmllic iileraturl!-and there is the 
qualification 'conceivable' which Peirce at least characteristically in
serts when the sct 01 phenomena pertinent to a meaning arc rden-cd 
to. These two adjectives 'practical' and 'conceivable' might be thought 
to be opposed in their signifiClnce here. BUI that is not the 5en&e of the 
term 'practical' which is characteristic of pragmatism: its intended con
notation is of interests oj action, not of the practicable in opposed to 
what may be impracticable under uisting conditions; the intended 
restriction is one of relevance, not of possibility, Thus pragmatism 
would regard meaning as limited by reference to what (Quld make a 
difference for some active intent, but would regard any conceivable 
eventuality having such relevance-and not merely those which con
ditions allow to ~ reaJi~ comprehended under the meaning in 
question, 

The pragmatic emphasis cpon relev.met to some active intent is 
largely or wholly omitted io IGgical positivism, But that point is, per
haps, of secondary interest in the present connection, Gmerally speak
ing, logirnl positivists resolve the other question-whether meaning 
/Xlnttrns all concdvable empirirnl eventualities which if they could 
occur would ~ relevant, or only such as existing conditions allow
in the same way as do pragmatists: that is, in favor 01 the former 
alternative,' 

The pragmatic conception of empirical meaning can, thus, ~ sug
gested by saying that, in the feld of statements 01 objective matters of 
fact, and of terms intended to have application to them, whatever is, 
in the last analysis, non-sensuous is nonsensical. An empirical tcnn hill! 

."" , .;"ce olmou'!1 DOthing thot misht IIOt result from apttimmt "'" han 
an,. dirC'Cl brar;"11 upon rondUCI, if ~ can Mfin<' aero",,,I,. all tho: <tlnCeioable ex
pttim ... tal ph"""" ..... ",hich tht afirmation.,.. d ... t.J of a concept routd imp!,., ooe 
",;n have there;". complete definn.m 01 tho: cmttpt, and IAI'Tt U " olhi"V ....... ~ 
iR ii, For Ini, doctrine he [the ",rit .. , Prirce] inTent..! tb. name 'pngmatism.'~ 
(MOM"I, Vol. IS, 1905, pp. 16>-630) 

• It would not be pos.ible here to take account 01 complttilies in Carnap'l pam.
taking anaI1. i. 01 'confirmable' and. 't .. table' in "T.stability and Mtaninr," I at_ 
tempt, how."er, to aYOid any statement which would 1>< mi. l.,.ding on ,"'count 01 
ItlCh "",iuion. The: concept 01 ' reali ... ble' the", introduad .... ould be perWtcnt to 
C(lrnpari"", with p~li<: instrum:ntau.m or activism. 
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meaning only if a determination of its applicability can be specified in 
tern", of ""us<:-pr~S<;"tat.io" or of wl,«! i~ ;mal:illi.J.,le; au uJ.,je<:t;ve 
statement is significant only so far as cDlpirieal confrontations which 
would attest its credibility can be: specified. Terms and statements so 
intended but for which no such determination of thei r applicability or 
their credibility can be formulated are meaningless. And this concep
tion is a point of approJlimation to the logical-positivistic conception 
of 'sense: 

However, there is a point of difJeren~e between the two, and one 
which d~ not have to do with refinements of theory, but rather with 
the fundamental fashion in which meaning is to be determined. The 
logical positivists show a tendency to sub!titute for the question, "What 
empirical confrontations would confirm th is statement 1" the different 
question, "What obsen'3tion-sentences Ire conSCfJuenecs of this SCTt

I""~ ;"; ~nd 10 substilute for the que.tion, " \Vhat ("1"ite';a ~!1e<l the 
applicability of this term?" the different question, "To what class of 
observable predicates is th~ term reducible?"; and for the question, 
"Ylhat is the empirical meaning or content of this term ?" the question, 
"\Vhat other terms are synonymous wilh Ihis one 1" The content of a 
sentence is identified with a class of its non-valid consequem:es (its con
sequences which would nOlt eqnally be consequencu of lilly sentence): 
and tWOl e><pl"C$lliOlns are .uid to be synooymons if the content Olf any 
sentence containing Olne Olf them is nOlt changed if we replace that ex
pression by the Olther.' Such substitutiOlns are regarded as des irable in 
the interest of confining questions Olf meaning to questions of logical 
sense, and avoiding what is psychological aod likely tOl be vague. Any 
question of the se!l5UOU5 sign ification of I sentence or an v:pres$ion i5 
thus ucluded. "Sometimes by 'sense' is meant the kind Olf Ihoujthts and 
images that are connected with a given sentence. But in Ihis case the 
question is a psychological one and has to be examinffi by the eJlperi
mental method of psychology. In logical (syntactic) analysis we are 
nOlt concerned with such questiOlns."· "But [in characterizing a lan
guage] is it not also necessary in order to understand the 'sense' of 
the sentences, to indicate the 'meaning' Oll the words ? NOl : the demand 
thereby made in the material mode is satisfied by sp«ifying the formal 
rule! which constitute its syntu."· 

' S .. Camap, PhilosotAy OM Logiroj S~~lu, pp. 57-sa ; aIId [.ogkol S,.,U of 
t..o..g""lJt (lood<O"l, 19371. p. 42 • 

• Camap, Phi/o,opAy o..d Legk.t S)·"'u, p. 57 . 
• Cam:tp, TAt U,,;ly of Sri",,,, p. J9. I beli .... Wt Camap WOIIld now modify 

thil .tlt ....... t, but am not sure. 
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No pragmatist cuuld ~ satisfied with such a cunception; it must re
IUIt in .~ifi""tion of m .... 'ning in which pr~d.ely wh"t " pr:>gm.o.tist 
would take 10 be the empirical meaning is omitted. SpKifying the 
obsen";ltion·sentences which are consequences of a given $eTltence in
dicates. or helps to indicate, the meaning of the given .5Cntence only if 
the ob.5Cn-ation-.5Cntences themselves have such meaning. and that 
meaning is already undcrstoexl. IndiC:\ting the observation-prediC:1toes 
or pcrcq>tion-predic3tcs to "'hieh a tenn is reducible indicates the 
empirical meanin~ of that tenn only if these observation·predicates 
already have an understood reference to specific qualities of expcrie~. 
No rdcre[lee to the loUj~ol rdations ~twe<::n sentences or ~tween 
terms Can ever. by il5Clf, com'ey the empirial meaning of anything. 
Howcver unlihly it may be, it is theoreticaUy possible that a person 
should know completely the form.,tion rules and transformation rules 
of a language-the syntax 01 it and aU synonyms in the dietionary of 
it-and yet be completely ignornnt 01 the empirical signification of any 
term or sentence in that Jan[Ua~. Such empirical meaning consists 
precisely in what Carnap here excludes. the associated imagery or the 
criterion in tenns of sensc by which what is mront is ncognited when 
presented in ex~riencc . \Vords and sentences without such a$.'IOCiated 
imagery a re marks or noises without significance. \Vithout associated 
imagery. strings of marks or of noises a re not even words and sen
tences- are not el'cn nonsense. The logical·positivistic theory fails to 
distinguish ~twcen syntactic or linguistic meaning-a relation of one 
~rbal expression to other I'erblll exprcssions-and cmpirical meaning, 
which concerns the relation of expressions to wbat may ~ givcn ;n 
expc rien~. 

This differencc ~twecn the 10giClI·positivistic and the pragmatic 
mode of approach to questio!!1 of mcanin~ TUns very deep. eventually. 
~use thi~ attempt to logic~e all problems, and to regard them as 
rorr~tly and unambiguously statable only in 'the lonnal mode'-in 
tenos of syntax of l~ngl.lage-is conn~ted with the logical·positivistic 
rom'eption that philosophy h.s no legitimate business except that of 
logical analysis. and that philosophic questions which are characteris· 
tically stated in 'the material nlooe: and which. t.g .. concern the rcla
tion bc:lwC1:n something state<! and given eXpl!ricllce, or bdween e:o;
pcriCIlCC am] real object$. arc 'pseudo·problems: 

One point of ~pec;al impoM~nce in Ihis connection concerns the pos· 
sible confinnation of statements-the validity of cmpirical eognition. 
Pragmatists and logic.,l posi!i"i l ls would agre<:: that such confinnation 
ultimately concerns what would ~ stated in 'observat ion-sentences' or 
in what were ""rliee <ailed (irl Th~ Unily "/ SrWnr~) '},,,,tocol _",,-
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tenus.' But where pragmatism would characteristically speak of 'the 
content 01 experience: logical positivism charact~d.tically ~pcak. of 
'the protocol' or 'the observation-sentence: thus confining statement 
of the problem to 'the formal mode' and the philosophical account of it 
to logical analysis. A pragmatist must regard such restrietion 10 the 
formal mode as inevitably resulting in bilure to deat "'ith the problem 
of confirmation at all, and as ruling out the possibility of a genuinely 
empirieistic accountollmowledgc. This ilSue is worthy 01 carefulatten
lion, because it indicates a critical differencc between the pragmatie 
and thc logical-positivistic intcrpretation of empirieism. 

The signification of 'observation-sentencc' in morc recent writings 
of Ihe logical positivists is not identical with that of 'protocol sentence' 
in thc earlier account. 'Protocols' are what would ordinarily be termed 
'reports of experience' or 'statements of what is given,' although the 
meaning of such protocols is held to be 'interper.sonal.' An 'observa
tion-sentence' or the attribution of an 'observable predicatc' is charac
tcrized as onc with respect to which a person "is ablc under suitablc 
circumstances to come to a decision with thc help of a lew observa
tions." "Thcre is no sharp line between observable and non-ohservablc 
predicates beau,", a p!'r.son will be more or less able to decide a cer
tain sentence quickly, i.~. he will k indined alter a cenain period of 
obser.-ation to accept the sentence.'" However, the issues in question 
can be indicated without regard to such differences of formulation. A 
first point here is that when a certain stat~mcnt which is not it",,1f an 
observation-mtemcnt (wheth~r 'protocol' or 'observation-sentence·) 
is to be confinned, question of that confirmation-it is agreed--...even
tually reduces to question of certain observation-statements. Affirma
tive decision with respect to such an obscr .. ation-stalement wiIJ be a 
decision that the ~tatement to be confinned i$ actually .so confinned 
(though presumably in part or in deg~~ only). 11,is connection be
twecn the statement 10 be confirm~d and the observalion -statem~nt

it is agt'C!'d-is one which is established by an analysis of meaning (in 
some appropriate signification of the word 'meaning') . But it is not 
this relation to the obscrvation-~tatement which confinns the statement 
50 ~lated to it-if it is actually confim,~-and it is not the observa
tion-statement ilSe\( which confirms it; what confirms the statement to 
k confinned is what determines 'accq.lance' of the observation-state
ment as true or iIS c~dib!e, And what is that ? Logical positivists per
haps regard the answer as one which goes without saying. \Ve might 
agree; but in philosophic analysis it ;s sometimes well to state the obvi-
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OUS. What determines the observation-statement to be true or credible, 
and thus confimu (partially) the .tatement to be confirmed, can be 
nothing but the content of an empirical presentation, The ohKrvation
statement is found 'acceptable' if the empirical presentation accords 
with what that 'observation·statement' asserts. It is no logical relation 
10 any other statement which is here in question ; it is a ~lation be
tween a criterion of recognition in terms of sense or imagery (the 
empirical meaning of the obser.'lItion·statement) and what is given in 
experience, or fails to be so given. An analysis of confirmation cannot 
be given in statemcnts in the formal mode alone, lxause confirmation 
does not ffid in what obser.·ation-slatements ... rall but in the determi
nation of them as true or credible, by experiffice. To leave that obvious 
fact out of a supposedly empir;cistic theory of verification or confirma
tion is to give us Hamlet without the Prince. 

TI,ere is a further point which COHcuns this ~Iation krn'een proto
cols or observation·.cntences and what determines them to be true or 
credible. A report of obser.':1tion can ha\'e either of two intended mean
ings, and can be construed in eithu of two ways: (I) as formulation 
of an immediately presented rontent of experiem:e or empirial ron
frontation, or (2) as an ""senion of obj~tive fad. An example of the 
former would k "This looks red" or "Red now"; of the laUer, "This 
objcd has the color red." The alternatives in question are mutually 
exclusive; these two statcmen~s are of quile difJuent import; the for
mer can be true when the latter is false, and the latter can k true 
when the fanner is false. Statements of the fomler type may be called, 
for lack of a more appropriate \Cnn, 'subj~tiv~ reports'; those of the 
biter type, 'objective reports. ' Any report of obstrvation will ha\~ one 
of these two meanings or the OIher. And except by an ambiguity which 
would require to be dispelled, no report could have both these mean
ings, We seldom have occasion to express subj~ti\'e reports, and ordi
nary language is in consequffice unsu ited to unambiguous formulation 
of them; but ..... e have occasion to apprehffid ..... hat they express:u often 
as ..... e detenninc any empirical truth or credibility, since the~ are de
terminable ultimately only by rderence to giV<'Jl experien~. Tn the na
ture of the case, the troth of a IUbjcdive report is ~rtain for the maker 
of it-unless he delikrately te:ls a lie in making it. But by contrast, an 
objective report is II0t certain. No st;1tement of objcdive fact, such as 
the actual color of a seen object, ;s made certain by any single observa
tion, nor indeed more than highly cmlible ('practically certain') by 
any finite set of observations. What an objective report affirms may be 
partially verified by what is presently gi\'en in experience-and w~t 
would be formulated by the corresponding subJcttlve report-but it is 
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in all cases something capable of and calling for funher verification, 
and such that methods of such iunher verification could be specified by 
anyone who understands what it me:lns. By the same token, no e\'eJ\ 
panial confirmation of "11)1 statement C3Il iernlilUll, in objKtive re
pons, silKe these themseh'u require funher confinnation. 

In logical positivism, 'observation-sentmces' are so characterized as 
not to be identifiable unambiguously either with subjective repans or 
with objective repans. Use of this expnssion thus serns to obscure 
issues which are critic:l1 for any empiricistic theory of knowledge. In
deed r think we must find it extraordinary that when we come precisely 
to that point where a confirmation is supposed to be finally assn red, 
what " 'e are told aboUlthe manuer of this assurance is that a person " is 
able under suitable circumstances to come to a decision with the help of 
a few observations.'" And it is only by failing to meet the issues here 
involved that the lo!;:icnl po.ilivist~ a re .. ~l e to formulRle their account 
of confinnation exclusively in tetm~ of statements in the fonnal mode-
statements about the relations of linguistic expressions-and to a\'oid 
di scussion of the relation between statements and presented experi
ence, between statements and objects, and between experience and the 
objective facts it evidene<:s. "These pseudo-questions," they lel1 us, 
"atc automatically eliminated by using tile formal mode."· 111e ques
tion is whether they are eliminated or mne!y ignored. 

That others who incline to Ihe pmgmatic point of view would make 
prec:isdy these objections to logical positivism, I cannot of course say. 
But I am sure thai they concern fundamental points with respect to 
which the pragmatic conception of verification and of the significance 
of 'truth' and of 'knowledge ' differ from that of logical posith·;sm.'o 

" Both pragmatism and logical positivism represent generalization of 
attitudes which might be regarded as deri"ed from nalurn.! science and 
as looking to science as the exemplar of knowledge in general. But 
pragmatism has never stood for that phy~iC<\1istic pan-scientism which 
is a distinctive feature of positivism, nor indeed for pan-sdentism ;n 
any sense which would exclude the equal significane<: of other types of 

'11M • 
• Tn, Uft,ly cf S<'~" p. Sl-
" ThI:re ar. further imp1ic:atio ... , bt;id .. thoi< ... uut~ which would likn<i .. 

b.. impOlUn!.in po.rtic:ul.or, lho whol. acmunt of probobility-judKltl""t mll,t be pro
foundl,. afftctod by such i"uo.: and tho qurstiCt1 whether th.,. ar. any IIltimate 
«rtaUsti .. upOn "'hio;h tho ,rodibi!it,. of ,\.O.t"",...,,, which . r. tn, than ""min con 
com< 10 '''1, or wh. ther aodibilil,. finall,. d<J><!>lio upon som. , l>Ch mutua l rel.o-
tio.,.I';p oll ... · than·"" ..... in .... \ .... "" ..... i. ptI' lo...........! in .... ti"""li.ti. th..,ri~ 01 
tho ''''*." u ... ' type. 
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formulation than the 'scientific.' It is one thing to 5;l.y that scienti6c 
formulation i. alw:ay. pr!rtin",,' ,.nd """,ihl .. : it i~:o. quite d;f£e~ thing 
to say that no other than scientific formulatio n is meaningful. 

Moreover, what 'science' picpondcranlly connote!! is dilff:'retlt in the 
two cases. With logical positivism it is the coni"., of $cience as exact 
formulation in physical tcnm upon which emphasis falls; with prag_ 
matism, it is the me/hod of science and its uperimcntal and instru
mental poinl of view-its attitude of regarding all acct'pted findings as 
in some degr~ provisional, and as attesting them.\.d,'<'S by thck value 
as working hypotheses and their usefulness in appliC41tion-whieh is 
emphasized. 

In the days when James's pmgmatism wa5 fitst put forward, the 
off-hand comment that it represented merely a generalization of the 
actual proecdures of science was frequently made; and James evi
dences. in the chapter, "Will! PT:l.gmatism Means,"" his acceptance 
of this as fundamentally correct. The $:lltle would hardly be said of 
Dewey: his conttptions deriTe in larger measure from critical consid
eration of the nature and significance of scientific truth, rather than 
from generalization of what could be thought of ;IS taken over from 
science without being first Mbjected to sueh critique, But it is even 
more evident in the case of Dewey than it is with Jaml!S that pmgtna

tism means experimentalism and instromentalism, t'nd nothing could 
be more alien to either 01 Ih= than recognition of physicalistic con
ttptions as the exclusively significant vehicles of truth. In the chapter 
above referred to, James has said; 

"When the first mathcnut:aJ , logical, and natural unifonnities, the 
firstiaws, were discovered, men were so carried away by the clearness, 
beauty and simplification that resulted, lhat they believed themselves 
to have deciphered authentiCllly the eternal thoughts of the Almighty. 

"But a~ the scienCf'S have developed further, the notion has gained 
ground that most, perhaps:ill, of onr laws are only approximations, ... 
Investigaton have bttome accustomed to the notion that no theory is 
absolutely a transc:ript of reality, but that anyone of them may from 
some point 01 vie'" be useful .... They are only a man-made language, 
a oonceptual sliort-hand, as oome one cans them, in which we write flur 
reports of nature; and languages, as is well known, tolerate mud! 
choice 01 cxprl!SSion and many diaJects."" 

And of pan-sciemism, he o"erwrote specifically: 

It In PTrl9fftOliml: A Ntw Na.u lIN SOffI. Old lVaJ, af ni>ok'K9 (New York, 
l\lOl), 1>11. 4J-8I , 

II JIntI., pp. 56-57. 
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"Certain of our positiv;s~ keql chiming to us, that, amid the wrttk 

of every other god :>.nd idol, one divinity still "t:>.nd. upright, that hi. 
name is Scientific Truth . . .. These most oonsci~tious gentkmtn think 
they have jumped off their own feet,--ell1aJldpated their mental oper
ations from the control 01 their subj~tive propensities at large and 
jn 1010. But they are deluded. They ha,'e simply chosen from among 
the entire set of propensities at their command those that ... ·ere certain 
to ronstruct, out of the materials given, the leanest, lowest, aridest 
result .... 

"The knights of the razor [0='5 razor] will never form among 
us more than a sect; but when I sec their fraternity increasing in num
bers, and, what is worse, when I see their neptions acquiring almost 
as mueh prestigt' and authority as their affirmations legitimately claim 
over the minds of a docile public, I feel as if the influen~s working in 
the direction of our ml'ntal barbarization were befinnine- to be rather 
strong. and needed some positive counteraction."" 

It is in point thai this essay was wrillen in 1881: the positivists re
ferred 10 arc not of course the logical positivists but that earlier school 
from whom they distinguish themselves-those who would reduce re
ality. in James's language, "to the bare molecular world." In how far 
he might have regarded sud! strictures as justifiable in the ease of those 
who maintain instead that all states of a:Tairs are expressible in phys
ical langl1age, one cannot say. To be sure, Camap has said: "Our 
approach has often been termed 'Positivist': it might equally well be 
termed 'Malerialist: No obj~tion can be made to such a title pro
vided that the distinction between the older form of Materialism and 
methodological Materialism-the same theory in a purified form-is 
not neglected."" And there are sure to be some who will think such 
a statement more revealing than the complicated theory of physicalistic 
interpretation. However, it is clear that James'S objection;' to 'nega
tions,' and would lie against the claim of exclusive truth for the scien
tific interpretation of reality and experience rather than against the 
supposition that all matters of observable fact are capable of such in
terpretation. 

Apart from the repUdiation of metaphysics and normative ethics
which, of course, itself sets signal issues-l do not find that the logical 
positivists have clearly d~lared themseh·C!l upon the question whether 
there are significant statements about 'S13tes of affairs' which are 110/ 

""R~8<:x Artion and Thd..",w in Tn, Will 10 B.lirw GJtd OIA.,. &1tly. (N"", 
York, '897), pp. '3'-33-
"n. Uft;/y cf S.m.«, pp. 94-95-
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in the universal language of physiC$, and not reducible to that lan
guage. In the earlier 10nnul.:lIion. in the Uftily oj Science. Carnap 
statu the physicalist thellis in the lonn: "Our thesis now makes the 
el<tended assr:rtion that the phy, jcal language is a universal language, 
i.t. that every statement can Ix translated into it (every state <.If affairs 
can be ""'pressed in it )."" In the later discussion, in "Testability and 
Meaning," he .&ays: "The so-<aIled the~u of Physicalism asserts that 
every tenn of the language 01 science .. . is reducible t<.l tenn~ <.If the 
physical language .... We may assert reducibility of the temt!l, but not 
--as was d<.lne in <.Iur fonner pijblicalion~efinability of the tenns and 
hence lran"btabilily of the sentences. In fonner l'l<pbnations of physi
calism we used to refer to the physkal language as the basis of Ihe whole 
language of science. It now SO!l'InlI t<.l me that what we really had in 
mind as such a basis was rathc:r the thing-language, or, even more nar
rowly, the observable predicatts of the thing-language." 

And he el<presses preference for the formulation : "Every descriptive 
predicate of the language of science is oonfinnable on the basis of ob
servable thing-predicates."" The revuions here are critical lor the 
question whose answer we are attempting to detennine. The earlier 
formulation asserts that the physical wllgl<age (identified with a lan
guage <.Ii physics) is sufficient for l'l<prusion of whate"er is l'l<pr~ 
in ally significant statement. The revision says that the language of 
obscrwble Ihillg-prtdicalts is sufficient to l'l<press the confirmations 
of all scientific predications. One may assume: that it is still intended 
to affinn that all significant statements are rroucible t<.l statements of 
science; but that is not said. And if it .... ere said, that would not meaD
in tenns of the revision- that all significant statements can be reduced 
to statements of physics; it ... ·ould mean only t/t(ll lhly Qr, null /U 

would be c01l(inlllJbll: by obSfn'Illio1l. 
I think that not only pragmatists but all empiricists who would ob

ject to the nOlion that all significant statements are reducible to lenns 
<.If physics must k gratified by this revision ; beeause although the tenn 
'physicalism' is retained. the doctrine .... ith which it appears 10 be iden
tified here is merely 10 the effect that all statemen~ of scientific mat
lers of fact (and perhaps all fonnulations of Slates of affairs) are such 
as would k confirmahle by observation. This paper "Testability and 
Meaning" is a notable oontrib"Jtion to empiricist;c analysis. But SQ far 

"IIrid., p. 55< 
"PhiloJOfhy 0' Sd ... u. J>II. 46r-<i8. 'Thin,·lanf'l'.~e' i. id ... tifitd with "thai 

lanlJU'lg' which "'. II .. in ...... ry-d>r1il. in .p<akina about the perceptible thing. 
, "rrotl!ldin, ""~ Sec ibid .• 1'. 466. 
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lUI physicalism is concerned, it would appear to mark the withdmwal 
of any th ... i.. for which that name would ""- ~uliarly appropriate, in 
favor of a doctrine which, in it! general tenor and apart from details, 
must be acceptable to adherents of a1m~t any empirieistie theory of 
knowledge. 

James, and pragmatists in general , W<luld certainly not be wi!ling to 
be identified with any such doctrine as physicalism in the form in which 
it was announced in Th e Ullity of Seine" and in earlier writings of the 
logical positivists. On this point, questio:l of approximation of the two 
mov=ents would d~nd upon the extent to which the radical nature 
of the r~ision which I seem to find in "Tuubility and Meaning" really 
characterize. the present position of the logical positivis!!. 

If there is any 'translation' or 'reduction' of syothetie statements in 
general of which pragmalisu; would approve, it would not be iolO the 
langu~ge of physics but into Ihe language of experience, If the prag_ 
mali<.: position were to be expressed in a fashioo comparable to the 
logial-positivistie account, it might, 1 think, be roughly indicated as 
follow5 : 

(I) The I1niversallangl1age, to terms of which all meaningful state
ments of matters of bct are redudble, is the language of direct 
experience, of actual and possible empirical confrontations. 

(2) The reduction of any physical statements, or of any assertion of 
objective fact, 10 terms of experience would be given by the for
mulation of its possible confirmations. 

(3) Single constituents of Ihis reduction of statements of objective 
fact to terms of experienee would, in general, be hypothetical in 
form. bccIusc (0) the ro"di/Kms of a possible confirmation may 
not ex;st when the statement is made or entertained, and in 
partieular (/I) possible confirmations characteristically depend 
upon an activity of the subject, as is suggested by such words 
as 'experiment' and 'test,' commonly applicable to instances of 
conlirmation. 

It is by reference to some such thought as is suggested in (/I) that 
pragmatism is an activistic, instrument:liist conception. It would also 
be in point that, as has been indicated in Pan I. there would be ques
tion whether what might figure as 'language of di rect experience' in a 
pragmatic account would coincide with what is intended by 'observa
tion-sentences' in logical positi.·ism. 

Pragmatism would not favor the imposition upon significant state
menU; in geoeral of those restrictions which particular sciences impose 
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upon themselves-and commendably so-in the interests of economy. 
The term 'science' can be, and often has hem, given the wide meanin, 
in which it signifies merely wrot is ,'"riliable and thus coincides with 
'empirical knowledge' in general. Since pT:lgmatists tend 10 identify 
what is significantly 3ssertable as objective fact with that for which 
some ronceh'abl" verification could be s~ified. they can be numbered 
amongst those who hold all th.! is objeetivdy factual as bdonging to 
the field of science in this wide sense of the word. But if 'science' be 
restricted to a nan'ow meaning-, connoting some spo:cial tcclmique of 
;m'cstigation, or rome special mode 01 formulation suth ,., 'physical 
language' or 'quantital1"C determination of a ooefikient of physical 
state,' then as the <]uotation from James serves 10 ;ndiClle, they would 
not admit such univers.ality of science. Rather, they would regard sci
ence in any such n:lITOW ~n~ as one mode of interpretation amongst 
many which are equally valid and equally faithful to that wntent and 
charader of eJCperie1l<:C which. in the last analysis. all statement of 
objettive fact mu~t concern. A~d if they fK'Ognize th~t science repre
sents a peculiarly des irable fonn of knowledge, such recognition would 
be on the ground of human interest, which are felt to be ~pecia.lly fre
quent or exigent, such as the internt5 in prediction and iu control of 
the environment. And they wo~ld also be likely 10 emphasite, as James 
does, that howe\'er important the interests S/!!'1Ied by scieuce, there are 
also other intereSIlI which are comparablc in import:mce: aud they 
would deny eJCclus1-'e significance, or perhaps evcn pr~minence, 10 the 
scientific formulation of truth, 

'" We have so far said nothing concerning the special question whether 
'II!:taphy)ical ~lateu,c"t~ ar~ 'Huning-ful. It is plain without diKlUSion 
that pragmatists and logical positivists would not be in agreement on 
this point. Peirce identified hirnM:lf with a metaphysical position which 
is a form of pan-psychism or objective idealism. James critkiwi abw
lute idealism not as meaningless but as false: aud argued not only for 
realism and pluralism but also for the significance and possible truth 
of various more spenolative mrtaphysical assertions-as in "The Will 
to Believe" and "TIle Energies of Men." If Dewey ordinarily eschews 
metaphysical questions and eJChibits toward aortaiu metaphysical theses 
-such as those of Platonism-au attitude somewhat approximating to 
that of the logical positivists, at least he is definitely a realist, and could 
not plausibly be interpreted as denying significance to all metaphysical 
issues. 

It i~ q"u tionable how far the rentent;on th~t met~phy.<;""l ~tate-
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mmu are without significance is capa)le of profitable diSCllasion, in 
vkw of tI." V"guCHC"", ""d ",nl.oiguity uf Ih~ lerm 'mctaphysics.' \Vc 
can, perhaps, roughly distinguish two meanings of that term which are 
exemplified in tomrnan usage, First, it is used to oover statements 
about reality or nature or experiern:e which have a high degree of gen
erality and whose credibility is supposcl to be C<tpable of determina
tion mainly or wholly by reflection and without recour~e to any particu
lar and singular statements 01 facl which would serve as verification or 
oonfirmation of them, Second, it has ~n used to cover statemenu 
reg;lrded as altogether incapable of proof or of disproof by empirical 
findings, and likewise indetnminable by logical an.,lysis. An example 
of the fi rst SOrt would be "There are <:ausal laws governing natural 
events"; of the serond, "There is a.not~r life beyond this," 

Those who have made use of the title 'metaphysics' in the first sense 
would differ greatly amongst themselves as \0 the manner in which 
they suppose such theses to be capable of support. Some ,",'Ould con
ceive that such questions are capable of solution mainly or exclusively 
by analysis of the mcanings of tenns: for example, that the asse rtion 
of causal law could be estahlished by logical principlcs once we should 
become sufficiently clear what is approJ<imately meant by 'cause' and 
by 'e"ent in nature,' or that any further premises, beyond logical prin
ciples, which would then be neded for support of this statement would 
be such as can be taken without proof, such as "There are evenU after 
one another in time" or "We ha"e experienCe 01 objects," One variant 
of such conception~stil1 sticking to our example-would be a po.ition 
like that of Kant, who takes the premise of e"ents in lime to be syn
thetic but a priori, "nd the premise 01 our experience of objects as 
setting a oondition within which alone there would be problems to dis
CUS5. Another variant of this general conc<:ption would be the notion 
that whatever assumptions are requisite to such metaphysical assertion 
are progmatically compelled, This position would be exemplified by 
those who reg<lro an assumption called "the uniformity of nature" as 
requisite to the assertion of Qusal 1:1"', and <I.S a synthetic and inde
monstrable statement in the absence of which :;cientt would be impos
sible. Still another variant, of course, would be the position of the 
Skeplk, who rCg<lrds such ~tatements as significant and even highly 
important but ~Itogether indemonstrabl~. 

Still others who maintain theses wbich are metapbysical in this first 
sense would reg<lrd them frankly as hy~theses which, better than any 
alternative assumption, explain and are confirmed by empirical findings 
in general. The critical realists exemplify this position. 

An obJectlvccxamlnation of theses of this sort l3bel ffi 'met3physical,' 
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and of positions t3k~n with regard to thf1l1, would, I think, reveal that 
the prc~urnption th~t they can be a!abl;~hcd almplcldy a trior; h"" 
betn rclativcly infrequent; IIppeallo experience in some!lmse is usually 
implicit if not uplieit . But II reasonable justification of the distinction 
of 'metaphysical' from 'physical' or from 'scientific' thc.!6 .... ould here 
be found in the consideration that, "ith respect to such th~s, appeal 
to single experiment or observation, or n"en to any set of them which 
II scient;st might perfonn, would be pointlen-cither 1xeause what is 
in question;s something which. so far liS it i$ empirically al;eertainable, 
is sufficiently evident 10 every~y: or b!:cause induction from II few 
instances would be futile for 1\ question of such magnitude: or for both 
of these re:uons. 

Some mcaning of the general sort suggested would, I bel iel'e, be 
found to be the be,t justi fied by history of use of the term 'meta
physi~~' in philo...,phir di .... " "i<:>n. And it is ~"f1iciMlt1y ~vid~nt that 
no one who discusses th~ geneml problems of knowledge or of science 
can avoid such question,. Consonantly, I think the most appropriate 
form of the aSSl'nion intende<l by "Metaphysical statements are sig
nifican t" would be "Th~re are questions with respect to which wme 
decision must be m:Irle in the interest of any thffiry of science or of 
knowledge in ~neraJ, or of the character of experience in general , with 
respect to which any limited set of exper iments or ob, e!"\";ltions, such 
iI5 those of the natural science" is dlher unnecess:uy ot is futile or is 
ooth." Tn that IIO'nse, metaphys;cs is an Ima,·oidable problem of hun .... n 
reHcction; and it is obvious that the logical positivists do not a'·oid il
for example, in the physicalistic assertion, in its rorlier form M least, 
and in Ihe assumption of caui\."lllaw. Perhaps i\ would he just to observe 
that the precise natu re of the kind of corroboration th~ would offer 
for such theSl's is left a little obscure in their discussions, and that fur
ther elucidation of Ihal matter by them would be appreciated by many 
readers. 

It is a TCawnable supposition lhat not all the problems labeled 'meta
physical" i1l some mcaniug of t!le son sngguted are of the :;arne IW. 
Some of them may ha'·e the chuacter which the logical positivists sug
gest .. that of falSI' problems created by inappropriate modes of thought 
and of language. T ime out of mind, 501TlC metaphysiei:ms have accused 
others of such verbalism, and il would be surpri sing if where then: has 
been so much smoke there should be no fire. But would it not be <'qually 
or more surprising if all such problems are wle1y crutN by such mis
C01leqlti01l? E '"en the th~sis of logical positivism- that all legitim:lte 
problems of the sort labeled 'philosophical' are C:l]Xlble of solution by 



logical analysis alone-wants defending, and is a thesis of just the sort 
which is ;n que~I;On. Obviously Ihis slatement itself ;3 not one which 
<:an be establisbed by logical analysis, There is some implicit reference 
here to 'all that is to be md with; if not to 'rul reality,' which seenu to 
set the conditions for determining the truth of this thesis. 

A different type of statement commonly classified as 'metaphysical' 
is that which is also commonly chaT3cterizro as 'sperulative.' Some of 
these-for example, those made by physical dcterminists, by vitalis!!, 
and by emergent evolutionists regarding the phenomena of liIe-are 
of a sort which 5~k to anticipate what the future development of sci
ence would alone be sufficient to determine. While labels are rdativdy 
unimportant, probably we should ag~ that it is confusing and unde
si!';l.ble to caU such statements 'metaphy~iClI,' since that would be in
compatible with any valid distinction bttween metaphysics and the spe
cial sciences. Another kind of such speculative statements, however, are 
distinguished by the faet that they are incapable of proof or disproof 
by scientific methods. Notable examples are the assertion of another 
life beyond this. of a power determining the dir~tion of natural evo
lution toward the humanly desirable, of the existence of consciousness 
without physical embodiment. To deny thl! such statement. have mean
ing would bt a position too egregious to bt taken by anyone. One re
members that Schlick has Ihlid that the question of immortality is an 
empirical question-hence significant." The sense in which it is em
pirically verifiable, if true, i. ob"iou,. And the sense in which it is un
verifiable and therefore spcculative 1:1 equa.ily obvious. But the sense in 
which it is unverifiable plainly pr~lude. it from the field of any of the 
n;ttural scien~s. It ha~ns that, with the notable excqltion of James, 
pT3gtnatists, like logical positivists, h;t\'e not ""en much given to dis
cussion of such questions. But if these lire recognized to be signifieant, 
then it seems required to remark the exi~ence of a class of statements, 
commonly labeled 'metaphysical,' which have meaning but are never
theless not verifiable uudet human condi\ions, and do not belong to 
the field of science. 

" It is with respect to probluns of eya.iaation and of ethics that the 
contrast btlween logical positivism and pr.J.gtnatism ~ strongest. The 
repudiation by logical p<»itivists of normath'e ethics does not forth
with mark sueh a cont!';l.st; whether it does so or not would depend 

"S« "Mcanillll and Verifi",tiont in P.i/<ll"thi<;al R"";N, VoL XLV, pp. 
"o-~. 
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upon what is he~ meant by 'normative.' Pragmatism is not a doctrine 
of "thir.., and there is nO r",,-,,on to ,...,uml' aCT~! , .. nongs! p .... g_ 
matists on all points of ethical theory. But if 'normative ethics' should 
apply exclusively to the conception that moral standards arc determin
able" I'rWri and without reference to empirical maner$ of fact, then 
since pragmatists are empiricists, there is ground for presumption that 
they would agree in repudiating such conception. Rathc.t, the point of 
oontra$t would be with resptct to the rdation conceived to hold be
tween judgments of value and judgments of fact. Pr.lgmatism is an 
activistic, :an instrumentalist conctption; it could be charncterited as 
the doctrine that all problems are at bottom problems of conduct, that 
all judgments are. implicitly. judgments of value. and that, :J.5 there 
can be ultimately no valid dininc!;on of theoretical from practical, so 
there can be no final separation of questions of truth of any kind from 
questions of the justifiable ends of action. 

While James wrote little d:rectly upon the topics usu:illy comprised 
in theoretical ethics, the whol~ body of his writing is colored through
out by a sense of the human problems of the good life and the validity 
of ideals. And concerning development 01 his own conceptions, Dewey 
has wrillen: 

"1 became more and more troubled by the intellectual. scandal that 
seemed to me involved in the current (and traditional) dualism in logi
cal standpoint and method between something called '5C;"'n~' on the 
one hand and something callrd ' mornls' on the other. I have long felt 
that the construction 01 a logic, that is, a method of dJect;'-e inquiry, 
which would apply without abrupt breach of coutinuity to the fields 
designated by both thesc wonis , is at once our needed theoretical sol
vent and the supply 01 our gttatest pTactical want. This belief has had 
much more to do with the dC\"elopment of what I termed, for lack of 
a better word, 'instrumentalism,' than have most of the reasons that 
have bttn assigned:'" 

In contTast to this, Catnap has written: 
"The word 'Ethics' is used in two different $CTISCS. Sometimes a cer

tain Mlpirical i',,"estigation is called 'Ethics,' viz. psychological and 
sociological investigations about the actions of human beings, espe
cially regarding the origin of these actions from feo::lings and volitions 
and their effects upon other p«>pJc. Ethics in this sense is an empirical, 
scientific investigation; it belongs to empirical sicenee Tather than to 
philosophy. Fundamentally different from this is ethics in the second 
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~eme, as the philosophy of moral values and moral nOnn!!, which one 
can de~ignate normati'"e cthiCll. This is nOi an investigation of fact.!, 
but a p~tended inv~st;gat;on of what is good and what is ~vil, what 
it is right to do and Wh.lt ;t is wrong to do. 

"A nonn or rule has an imperative form, for instane~: 'Do not kill I' 
Th~ corresponding valu~ judgment would k: 'Killing is evil.' ... But 
the valu~ statement, 'Killing is evil.' although, like the rul~, it is merely 
an expression of a certain wi~h, has the grammatirnl form of an ass..r· 
tive proposition ... and must ~ eithertn.:e or false. Therdorethey give 
reasons for their own value statements and try to disprove those of 
their opponenl5. But actually a ,<tlue statement is nothing dse than "
command in:l misle;tding grammatical form .... It does not assert any
thing and can neither be proved nor disproved."" 

In the longer statement hy Schlick, in his Probltms oj Elhirs, the 
term. 'nonn' :>nd 'oonn:>.tive· :a..., u$Cd. in 3 different "''''y: neverthele .. 
there is substantial- though not verrol-agreement ;n the conclusions: 
"Whtn I r~mmend tm action to SOme<lne:J.S being 'good.' I express 
the fact that I desire it" (p. u). A rule or norm, correctJy considered, 
"gives us only the conditions under which an act or !Iisposition or char
acter is actually called 'good'" (p. 15). The questions, "When is a 
person judged to be good ?" "Why is he judged to be good?" admit 
of factual and scientific answer. But the questions, characteristic of 
nonnati,·e ethics as often conceived since Kant, "With u4.al right is 
that person jndged to b" good?" "Whnt is ,<tIllable?" "What should 
be ,·alued?" a r~ not similarly meaningful (see p. 17). "On the other 
hand, the question what actually is desired for its own sake i$ of course 
quite sensible, and ethics is actually concerned only with answering this 
question" (p. 19).'· 

The conception that \"ll1ue-statements are, along with metaphysical 
statem~nts, merely expressive and neith ~r true nOT false, and on the 
other hand, the conception that they are capable of some a priori justi
fication, by no means exhaust th'" possibilities. An omitted alternative 
is the essentially empiricistic conception tnat value-judgments are veri· 
fiable in Ihe same general manner as are judgments of other qualities. 
From Ihis third point of view it would be recognized that the ultimate 
reference of judgments of ,·a1ue is to value-qualities given, or tapable 
of being found, in direct experience. just as the ultimate refertnce of 
predications or non·value properties is likewise to the qualities given 

" Pk;h"o,~, a"" u,~~1 Sy.'a ... (Llndon. I'lJS), pp. 2j-24. 
10 Darid Rynin, In!a. (New York, 1939). 
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or capable of being found in din:ct experience.. But ~ognition that the 
fini! test of the cotrectn~ .. of" value-judgment ;1 thu. empiricl, :and 
not a priori, no mOTe impugns their objective signilieancc than d~s the 
similar recognition that the final test of physical statements is by ref
erence 10 data of din:ct eJq>eliencc impugn the objectivity of physics. 
Nor d~s this third and empiricistic point of view imply thai gcncnli
zal;ons concerning values are merely psychological or sociological
unless physics is equally a branch of psychology or of sociology. At an 
taTtier date, Cant;lp himself indicated the possibllity of such empiri
cistie conception; 

"Die Konstitution def Wertc aus gewi$scn Erlebni$Sen, den 'W,,
ledt/must ",' ~cigt in mchrfachcr Hinsicht cine Analogie rur Kon
stitution def physichcn Dingc aus den 'Wahmehmun~rl~bnissm' 
(g~nauer: aus den Sinnesqu:ditat~n) .... Vas bedcut~t k~in~ Psycho
IOqUUnlllg der Werle. so wenif' wie die Konstitution dec physischen 
~genstande aus Sinnesqualitiiten etv.'3 cine Psychologisierung des 
Physischen bedcutet."" 

Nor does such an empiridstic conception of the St;).tU5 of value
judgments remove the difference betw~n the determination 01 what 
is valuable and the (psychological or sociological) determination of 
what in fact is valued or of what is exrerienced with felt satisfaction. 
It may IX' admitted that the ultimate test of correctness of a value
judgment is by ~ference to the quality wilh which the thing in ques
tion is, or could be, exrerimced, without in the least implying a sub
jective or merdy 'expressive' charncter of value-statements. The anal
ogy to obje<:tive predication o£ other prorenies than value is, on this 
point, obvious. The statement that something is la~. or is red, (Om 
have no other test of in correctness than. finally, by reference to the 
manner in which it is or may be experienced: to the observable quality 
charaeters with which it is presented. But the judgment that a thing 
is large, or is red, is ncvenhc1e5S true or false; and the determination 
of such truth or falsity is not a problem of psychology or of sociology
unless, as has bcfon said, all problems of truth or falsity are such. That 
a thing is valuable or desirabk:, no more means. from the empiricistic 
point of view suggested. that it is now ,·a.\ued by someone, or is lelt 
with satisfaction by someone, than does the statement that a thing is 
red mean that someone now judges it to be red or sees it as red . We 
cannot quarrel with the immdiate observation of what is presented
with the report of felt satisfaction or of $CCll redness-but that fact in 
no wise removes the question whether the thing observed has the color 

" D" Lcgitchl Aufba.< rl" IV III (B •• lifI.Sc:hlachtcnscc, I~), W. ;IO}-<14. 
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red, u could be further verified : nor the question whether it hu the 
property of being 'valuable: 

Questions 01 ,"oro/ evaluation----ol acts, characters, person..-are ad
mittedly of another and more complex kind. With respect to these, 
pragmatists would be likely to agTet' wilh Schlick that the validation of 
standards or norms is secondary to, and derivative from, an antededent 
determination of goodness in that toward which conduct is directed: 
that is, they would be likely to agree that th" indicated test 01 any prin
ciple or standard of conduct is by rdercocc, eventually, tn the cnnSl:'
quenccs of conduct conforming to that standard, and in terms of act~ 
or possible fell &atisfactions. But again, that admission does not remove 
the question of th" \"alidily of such norms. Correspondingly, the stan
dards of correct procedure in making a physical determinat ion have 
reference, eventually, to the consequences of laboratory conduct con
forming to Ihes .. St:l.nd3r.u, and to whelh ... these consequences are good 
or bad. But that fact, so far from making the question of the correct
n<'-'lS of scientific procedure one about the psychology of scientists, or 
about their social connections, is precisely what distinguishes this ques
tion from any which is psychological or sociological and makes it ob
jective. 

Objective truth of any sort has imperative significance for conduct: 
cruddy put, the significance that tho!lC who act upon it will prosper, 
and those who do not ,,·ilI wish that they had. And if it should be ob
scrved that such imperative significance, implicit in statements of fact, 
is hypothetical only (not categoric:ll), then it should be further ob
served that a hypothetical imperative bo:c<lnlcs categorical whCllever the 
hypothesis 01 it is 53tisfied, and th~t one Ih'" hypothesis of which never 
is or could be &atisfied is indttd non-sil:l,ifiC:l.llt . 

Norms are, or should be conceived to be, standards or principles of 
correctness. All correctncu and incorrectness has to do with actions, 
and with consequences of actions, and with some species of value of 
these consequence!. The concept ion tbat determinations of correctness 
and incorrectness are subjective, and statement of them merely 'cxpres
sh'e,' or that they fall exclusively within the pro"ince of psychological 
and sociological description, is inadmissible, because such admission 
would crase the distinction between valid and invalid, and eventually 
between truth and untruth. When we determine truth , we determine 
that which it is correct to believe and that upon which it is desirable 
(not merely desired) to act. There is correctness and incorrectness of 
belief because believing is itself a decision, and one whose significance 
is found in the control by it of other modes of action. And whoever 
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should say, "When r speak of something as correct to believe and act 
upon, I express merely my "ish Ihal you and olhers should believe it 
and act upon it," would adoiX an attitude which releases others from 
taking him ~riously-exeept as an obstacle to the business in band. 

For the pragmatist, there can ~ no final division betwun 'norma
tive' and 'descriptive.' The validity of any standard of correetness has 
referenct: to some order of 'descriptive facts': and every determination 
of fact reflects some judgment of values and constitutes an imperative 
for conduct. The validity of cognition itself is in~parable from that 
final tcst of it whim consists i .. some valuable result of the action which 
it ~rves to guide. Mowledge--50 the pragmatist cona-ive5-is for the 
sake of action: and action is direeled \0 rralizalion of what is .-aluable. 
If thefe should be no valid judgments of .-alue, then action would be 
pointless or merely capricious, and cognition would be altogether lack
inf' in sif'llificance. 


